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Paco Sanchis, CEO COMPAC

UNIQUE Sign of Perfection

 
Sign of 
Perfection

Our Unique collection is inspired in the 
properties of natural rock to then go beyond all 
your expectations. It is the fruit of the constant 
effort to always offer an innovative product, 
creating decorative surfaces with unsurpassed 
technical characteristics.

Forty years is a long time but we keep looking to 
the future, establishing and reaching impossible 

goals, while not only transforming the materials 
we work with but also the lives of the people 
that interact with them.

We know there is always room for improve-
ment and that is why we never stop. The only 
way to make a better world is to dream with a  
perfect one.

It has been forty years since we defined COMPAC’s mission: 
to imagine, design and create surfaces that inspire the 
life of people and to mark a trend in the world of design. 
Today we keep giving the best of ourselves to become 
the point of reference for design lovers that know how to 
appreciate beauty and look for something unique.

COMPAC The Surfaces Company
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Perfecting 
Nature

Nothing is perfect, it is said. 
Excellence is utopia... But all we 
have to do is look around us and 
we can see that perfection is 
present all across the planet.
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UNIQUE Sign of Perfection COMPAC The Surfaces Company

Our Unique collection imbibes the 
nectar, the beauty, of nature. It is born 
from total respect and admiration 
for the forms, materials and textures  
of nature.
 
Our creations are inspired by lakes, 
forests, rocks, mountain scenes... 
to build something totally new and 
unique. 

Only when you truly understand 
nature’s perfection, wisdom and 
greatness can you start conceiving 
something more than that. 

This is how we place all our knowledge 
acquired over the years at the service 
of the purest raw materials, ensuring 
that the end product will be even 
more perfect than nature.
 
In our manufacturing processes we 
give our stone a series of new pro-
perties, which are better adapted to 
daily human needs: impermeability, 
hardness, resistance... preserving all 
the original values while enhancing 
them thanks to our creativity.

Only when you truly understand nature’s 
perfection, wisdom and greatness can you start 
conceiving something more than that.
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The beauty of the purest white contrasts with dark, 
sinuous veins, giving rise to an elegance and luminosity 
like never before. This is how we transform empty, silent 
spaces into unforgettable, living places, imbued with 

personality and style.

Technology confers purity, naturalness, power and bri-
lliance to each piece, creating works of art that transcend 
time. All are identical, but all are different. The quality, the 
finish, the essence... never changes. But the design of the 

veining  is always unique.

Unique CalacattaTM

Perfection of the soul

COMPAC The Surfaces Company
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Polished
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From the darkness of rock come the sinuous whi-
te sparkling streaks, giving this material an elegant 
and sophisticated appearance, full of strength and 

authenticity. 

Unique MarquinaTM means originality, purity, elegance 
and distinction. Regardless of the surroundings, quality 
and good taste are always apparent, from the simplest 

styles all the way through to the most sophisticated.

Perfection of elegance
Unique MarquinaTM

COMPAC The Surfaces Company
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MARQUINA MARQUINA
Polished
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We all think and feel differently, and that is precisely 
what makes us unique and special.

Unique VenatinoTM is the perfect balance between 
wildness and elegance, control and energy. The 
softness of the whites and the subtlety of the greys, 
throughout the veining, give each piece an insuperable 
elegance and simplicity. It’s a material that makes a 
statement about you: who you are, what you’re like.  
A design that turns any space without life into a part  

of you, your character and your personality.

Perfection that speaks
Unique VenatinoTM

COMPAC The Surfaces Company
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Polished
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Interlaced through the pure white rock are streaks of 
pale grey forming capricious arabesques, decorating 
the stone with organic, geometric forms to create 

unique patterns.

Freshness, sobriety and purity in a finish that brings 
brightness and luminosity to every space in your home.

Perfection in shapes
Unique ArabescatoTM

COMPAC The Surfaces Company
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Polished
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Grey  inspired by the appeal of the weather-worn rock, 
by dry tree bark, by the ashes from which life is reborn. 
The essence of the natural elevated to the maximum in 
elegance, in a sober silver tone, dense and contained,  

with a subtle vein that brings timid flashes of light.

Unique ArgentoTM transforms every space it touches 
into something extraordinary, providing a solid foun-
dation for the rest of the materials and textures with 

which it coexists.

Unique ArgentoTM

COMPAC The Surfaces Company

Perfection of essential
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Polished
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The Power 
of Talent
MINDS OVER MATTER

At COMPAC, we firmly believe that when mind and talent 
dominate matter, not only do we create better products, 
but we inspire more valuable and rewarding experiences  
in our customers’ homes and living and working spaces.

COMPAC The Surfaces Company
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We believe that people’s talent and 
creativity comes before technique. 

In a world where technology dominates 
our lives and where almost everything 
can be copied, there is one thing that 
is unpredictable and inimitable, giving 
rise to unique events: the human mind. 

At COMPAC, we decided to challenge 
our own limits in the creation of surfaces 
that man has never seen before. And to 
do that, we needed the most brilliant 
of minds.

Great creators have joined the project 
to demonstrate that talent and creativity 
are capable of transforming the world 
around us. 

Nature is the basis, but the human mind 
is able to give life to new forms, textures 
and materials from it.

That is our main task: to create pieces 
with a soul of their own, evoking their 
origins while transmitting new sensations.
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Our mission: to create pieces with a soul that 
evokes its origins and transmits new sensations.

COMPAC The Surfaces Company
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Spaces that inspire

COMPAC The Surfaces Company

The Unique collection transforms spaces in which it is used, 
endowing them with elegance and unique style. Sober,  
commanding homes and spaces that take on another  
dimension when these materials become the protagonists.

General view of the table,  
Unique ArgentoTM Glacé finish



48 49General view of the countertop,  
Unique MarquinaTM Polished



51General view of the flooring,  
Unique MarquinaTM Polished 
Unique VenatinoTM Polished 



Detail of the kitchen countertop,  
Unique MarquinaTM Polished

Detail of the flooring,  
Unique MarquinaTM Polished
Unique VenatinoTM Polished



54 55General view ot the wall,  
Unique MarquinaTM Glacé finish



57General view of the countertop and backsplash,
Unique MarquinaTM Glacé finish
Unique VenatinoTM Glacé finish



General view of the countertop and backsplash,
Unique MarquinaTM Glacé finish
Unique VenatinoTM Glacé finish

Top view of the countertop,
Unique MarquinaTM Glacé finish



60 61Integrated kitchen,
Unique ArgentoTM Polished 
Unique ArgentoTM Glacé finish
 



63Top view ot the table,
Unique ArgentoTM Glacé finish
 



64 65Office,  
Unique ArabescatoTM Polished 
Unique ArgentoTM Polished
 



66 67General view of the countertop,  
Unique ArgentoTM Glacé finish



Detail of the countertop,  
Unique ArgentoTM Glacé finish

Detail of the countertop,  
Unique ArgentoTM Glacé finish



Detail of the countertop,  
Unique ArabescatoTM Glacé finish

Wall, flooring and countertop,  
Unique ArabescatoTM Glacé finish



72 73General view of the countertop,  
Unique ArabescatoTM Polished 



75Wall, flooring and countertop,  
Unique CalacattaTM Polished 



77Wall and countertop,  
Unique CalacattaTM Polished 

Detail of the wall and flooring,  
Unique CalacattaTM Polished 



78 79Top view of the table,  
Unique CalacattaTM Glacé finish
Wall, 
Unique MarquinaTM Glacé finish



80 81General view of the flooring 
and detail of the wall,  
Unique CalacattaTM Polished
Unique MarquinaTM Polished 



Detail,  
Unique CalacattaTM Polished 

Detail,  
Unique MarquinaTM Polished 
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Unique Technical 
Qualities

COMPAC The Surfaces Company
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APPLICATIONS

Distinctive 
and Versatile

Power and subtlety, inspiring us to create designs that 
achieve atmospheres denoting a strong, well-cultivated 
personality. Patterns, different in each piece, making each 

design totally unique.

RECEPTIONS

KITCHEN 
COUNTERTOPS

SINKS

DESKS

TABLES & 
COUNTERS

FOOD 

RESTAURANTS

EDUCATIONAL 
CENTRES

WALL PLAQUES, 
SHELVES

INDUSTRIAL 
KITCHENS

PUBLIC 
SPACES

BATHROOM 
SURFACES

COMPAC The Surfaces Company
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With an appearance that is so naturally expressive and 
realistic that it enables you to create compositions with 
colour gradations that show elegance and natural aes-
thetics. Textures and finishes that give it a distinctively 

elegant appeal.

PROFILES, FORMATS 
AND FINISHES

Unique, from start  
to finish

UNIQUE Sign of Perfection

Perfect matt, smooth and glowing, a soft sensation 
to the touch, the absence of reflections and fast, 
easy cleaning. Beautiful and practical at the same 

time, with one single finish.

A finish that intensifies colours, giving them more 
life, and enabling you to give a distinctive seal to 
your surroundings. A finish that reflects the per-

sonality of a true connoisseur.

Polished

SLAB MEASUREMENTS: GIANT 325 X 160 CM – 128” X 63”

THICKNESS:                       20 mm - 3/4”                              30 mm - 1 1/4” 

Moldura

Border

Skirt

Coved edge

Dove chest

Bullnose

EDGES

COMPAC The Surfaces Company
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Efficiency and respect

UNIQUE Sign of Perfection

We are the first to demand maximum quality and respect 
for the environment throughout our entire manufacturing 

process. It’s part of our DNA. 

This recognition from the USGBC demonstrates 
our commitment to a prosperous and sustainable 
future - more aware of our use of energy and 
more collaborative with the construction of 

“green buldings”.

In addition to beauty and exclusive distinction, 
at COMPAC we also want to create responsible 
and safe products. This is why all our products 
are manufactured in materials that are totally 
safe when food products are brought into 
contact with them. This is certified by the 

leading US organisation.

Distinction, responsibility and respect can, and 
must, go hand in hand. That´s why the Unique 
collection is made using vegetable-origin raw 
materials such as hi-tech BIOresins, from renewa-
ble sources. This is certified by the prestigious  

BIO certification.

We create products that comply with even the 
most demanding quality standards for indoor 
air, and this is what this prestigious Institution 
guarantees by granting us these seals. Including 
the Greenguard Children & Schools Certified, 
one of the strictest standards in the industry, for 

obvious reasons.

U.S. GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL NSF CERTIFICATION

BIO CERTIFICATEGREENGUARD MARK

COMPAC The Surfaces Company

QUALITY
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Proven quality
passing rigorous tests 

DATA SHEET 

The values shown on this data sheet are typical values only, and therefore not legally binding.  
For further information, please contact our Technical Department.

SURFACE HARDNESS
UNI EN 101 Ceramic tiles
6 - 7  MOHS

IMPACT RESISTANCE
UNE EN 14617-9 2005
>15 J

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE
UNE EN 14617-10:2012
C4 (Materials maintaining at least 80% of their 
resistance reference value 8 hours after acid or 
base attack)

FIRE REACTION
UNE-EN-ISO 9239-1:2002 & ISO 1716:2002
A2fl s1 Euroclasses

THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT 
UNE EN 14617-11:2006
3,3 x 10-6 °C-1

SLIP RESISTANCE
UNE EN 14231: 2004
6 wet  / 37 dry  USRV

APPARENT DENSITY
UNE EN 14617-1:2013
2,060 - 2080 kg/m3

FLEXURAL RESISTANCE
UNE EN 14617-2:2008
80 - 90 MPa

WATER ABSORPTION
UNE EN 14617-1:2013
0,06 – 0,08 %

ABRASION RESISTANCE
UNE-EN 14617-3:2012
28 - 30 mm

COMPAC The Surfaces Company



Discover more at 

compac.es
compac.us



compac.us
compac.es
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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